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HERE WE GO

Here we go
Here we go

We gonna have a party
and make some noise
Gonna wake up all the neighbors
and invite all the boys
We’ll be dancing on the tables
jumping on the chairs
We’ll be shouting we’ll be yelling
running up and down the stairs

Here we go
we’re going to Scotland
Here we go
no one can stop us

In the morning when I wake up
I’m lying on the floor
I can’t help it but I can’t remember
what I did the night before
You know they gonna tell me
some people never learn
But that’s none of your business
‘cause my life ain’t your concern

BLACK TARTAN CLAN

I drink some scotch
I drink some beer
I travel the world
far away from here
I smoke some hash
I like to get stoned
And as you can guess
I’m bad to the bone
And I live my life
the way it comes
I call my friends
from roadway phones
I ain’t got no place
to come home
I enjoy live
wherever I roam
Look into the future
Forget about the past
I wish this kinda live
Could always last
Black Tartan Clan,
We never go away from here
Black Tartan Clan,
We are here to stay

SEASHORE LEGION

I was cold and it was raining
and the bagpipes playing loud
As we all were marching
to the rhythm of our hearts
And although the sun didn’t shine
the pride we felt inside
At least could have lead us
for another thousand miles

And we walk to the seashore, oi oi oi
And we march down the street
And we walk on the seashore
Never retreat

And as we're ready to conquer
there's no one who can hide
But how we felt inside that day
no one could describe
And as we're smashed by the wind
frozen to the core
The crowd is standing by the road
they always ask for more

Left Right Left Right...

ALL FOR ONE

And if one day we reach the top
We will never be forgotten
Like a sky without a moon
Never shining without you
And both honoring the crest
There will be no second best
For the few and the proud
The clan will go on through

All for one
One for all
Our hearts will always beat as one
All for one
One for all

And if one day we reach the top
We will never be forgotten
Like a sky without a moon
Never shining without you
Micro check, one, two
roll of drums, slam the basses too
Six-strings and a bagpipe to please you

THOSE WERE GOOD TIMES

In an old-time cafe he sits on his own
Looking over the rim of his pint
There’s a thought in his mind of when he was young
But that seems so far behind
He was playing with the kids from his neighborhood
They played in the streets and the woods
There was Jack and O’Brian and Miller and Dave
They where reckless but still they where brave

Those where good times, but they are gone away
There’s no way back to those days

Now time has gone by and he married a wife
Made of him a father for life
She gave him a boy reminding himself
So joyful he was at that age
Always smiling and singing and jumping around
No tears falling down from his eyes
But the boys from before, no they are no more
And they all went their own way

As the curtness have closed he walked on his own
By the border of the canal
No he can’t go back to the past of his life
To where it all began

NO MATTER WHERE YOU ARE

When I saw you yesterday
you weren’t so far away
I saw your smile
it made me shiver all day
I’m so glad to best friends
but still I miss your touch
The love you gave me
the warmth you let me feel

No matter where you are (Where you are)
No matter where you go (Where you go)
And I want you to know
How much I love you dear

I wanna be the one
that you love the most
I wanna be part of you
and not a kind of ghost
A love so strong
that it will make you fly
But if we’re apart
the both of us would die

IN THE FLESH

In the flesh, no matter where,
in the flesh, no matter what
In the flesh, no matter where,
in the flesh, no matter what
In the flesh, no matter where,
in the flesh, no matter what
In the flesh, no matter where,
in the flesh, no matter what

High speed nail burns your skin,
Salty sweat down your chin
Drop by drop till you'll die,
Ink and blood draw the line

Nothing more, nothing less,
Sweat suffering in your flesh
Reflection of my own mind,
Perception of my own kind

NO RULES GREAT SCOTCH

Smelling of green grass
outside the wind blows
As the first rays of sunlight
bath the earth down below
I’m sitting on the high cliffs
as Sean comes to me
Ready for the battle
from Scotland proud to be
No rules, great scotch x4
When gathered by thousands
‘round the banner of the clan
We all drink some whiskey
and together we sang
No rules, great scotch
and go for the clan
We are friends and for friendship
we’ll fight till the end
This song is so ancient
but tradition remains
And although we’re not Scottish
for friendship we stand
When divided we stand
united we fall
Is the thing to remember
when you order one more

BEER AND WOMEN

Living on the road
go from town to town
Waiting for the bell
and "another knockdown"
We’re playing for the crowd
the masses going wild
The people that we meet
"remain in our mind"

Get the party started while the night is still young
Beer and women are so much fun
We never had the feeling we were overdone
Beer and women are soooooo, sooooooo much fun

We're having so much fun
doing what we do
And even sometimes
when we "don't have a clue”
We get the party started
we're jumping all around
And when the night is over
“we remain on the ground"

WHITE CROSSES

We march upon the ground
where you battled so well
The last salute you gave me
has brought you to hell
Your memory is in our heart
your courage in our soul
With you as our captain
there are so many goals
White crosses all around you as they play the last post
The war drums have silenced as they take you down below
The battle may be lost
but we’re still holding fast
We’re leaving all the bad thing
that are gone in the past
Let the other frontier know
as we’re banging on their door
That we are not afraid
to claim what is ours
White crosses all around you as they play the last post
The war drums have silenced as they take you down below
White crosses, White crosses, White crosses,
Burn your crosses tonight
White crosses, White crosses, White crosses,
Burn your crosses tonight
Burn your crosses tonight
Burn your crosses tonight
Burn

